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Abstract—This paper is concerned with the engineering of
modelling languages, and the engineering of modelling languages
for enterprise architecture in particular. In line with this, this
paper aims to provide two key contributions. Firstly, it aims
to contribute to the field of (enterprise) modelling language
engineering by refining an existing approach for the engineering
of requirements on modelling languages. It will do so, by
suggesting specific classes of purpose and quality criteria for
models and their creation. The second contribution involves an
initial application of the latter approach, in terms of a critical
reflection on the language requirements as formulated for the
ArchiMate standard.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

In line with [72, 11, 62] we consider models to be purposefully created artefacts. Even more, we regard the modelling
languages used to express these models as purposely created,
or selected, artefacts as well. In doing so, we certainly do not
want to exclude the possibility of modelling languages emerging, or evolving, naturally when creating actual models [80].
However, we do take the perspective that in our engineering
field(s), be it information systems engineering, business process engineering, or enterprise engineering, it is important to
reflect on the purposeful design / selection of the modelling
languages we use. Ultimately, the purposes of models also
define the requirements on modelling languages [48, 21].
We have been involved in several language engineering
efforts in the context of e.g. Object-Role Modelling [58,
27, 12], Business Process Modelling [6, 5] and Enterprise
Architecture Modelling [45, 14, 25, 20, 22, 54]. This language
engineering work, has also triggered reflections on different
aspects of the engineering of modelling languages, including experiences in formalising languages [71], the need to
explicitly identify the added value of different constructs in
modelling languages [59, 16], and the practical usefulness of
the languages [24, 61], eliciting and capturing the requirements
on modelling languages [31, 15], the quality of models and
modelling processes [75] and a fundamental perspective on
models, modelling and languages [8, 7].
In this paper, we focus on (modelling) language engineering in the context of enterprise architecture management. In
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doing so, this paper aims to provide two contributions. First,
it aims to contribute to the field of (enterprise) modelling
language engineering by refining an existing approach for
requirements engineering used in this context [21, 15]. It
will do so, by suggesting specific classes of purpose and
quality criteria for models and their creation [40, 31, 75].
Secondly, the paper aims to contribute towards the field of
enterprise architecture in terms of a critical reflection on the
requirements of the ArchiMate [47, 32] language, based on the
latter approach.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II focuses on the suggested refinements for the requirements engineering approach for language engineering.
Section III, then focuses on a reflection of the requirements
used in the creation of ArchiMate, while also putting this in
the context of recent extensions made to the language, and the
general evolution of the field of enterprise architecture. The
conclusion of the paper will briefly revisit the contributions
of the paper, while also identifying its limitations, and our
planned future research, in particular in terms of further
development of the requirements engineering approach for the
design, selection and tuning of modelling languages.
II.

R EQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING FOR ENTERPRISE
MODELLING LANGUAGES

A. Eliciting and capturing requirements
As also argued in [39, 21], not much work has been done
with regards to the elicitation of requirements on the design of
(conceptual and / or enterprise) modelling languages. Existing
work in this regard tends to focus more on technical language
engineering considerations, see e.g. the Eclipse Modelling
Framework [70].
Furthermore, the requirements of existing modelling languages are not always captured explicitly. This might be understandable for an ad-hoc domain / purpose specific language.
However, for the design of standards such as BPMN [51],
UML [50], and ArchiMate [32] this is quite surprising, as
their designs involve a large amount of labour, and the use
of these standards represents an even large amount of labour.
One can, for instance find statements such as “This specification represents the amalgamation of best practices within
the business modelling community to define the notation and
semantics ...” [51], but what remains unclear are the underlying requirements and design considerations that have been

taken into account. In the case of ArchiMate, the document
describing the standard [32], does include a discussion on the
design approach used for the language, thus providing insight
into its design considerations. However, to find its (for version
1.0) requirements requires one to look elsewhere [10, 45].

purpose, while towards the analysis of generic requirements as
well as the analysis of specific requirements it offers the ability
to express the qualities required from a modelling language,
and map these (in terms of added value) to stakeholder goals.

The (domain specific) modelling language engineering
proces as suggested by [21] is, to our knowledge, one of the
few explicit descriptions on how to do language engineering.
As shown in Figure 1, it involves three phases pertaining to
requirements engineering for language design:
1: Clarification of scope and purpose, with the aim to produce a description of essential design objectives and (where
relevant) a definition of the needed budget.
2: Analysis of generic requirements, which aims to specify
generic requirements on the modelling language. These requirements are generic in the sense that they should essentially
apply to all (domain specific) modelling languages. Examples
would include generic requirements with regards to the notation to be used, based on the work by e.g. Moody [49].
3: Analysis of specific requirements, aiming to gather the
requirements that should apply to the specific language that
is to be engineered.

B. Targeted level of genericity
In the context of enterprise architecture management, and
the ArchiMate case study in particular, it is important to explicitly identify the desired level of genericity of the modelling
language. As illustrated in a design science context [43, 2], it
is quite important to identify the situations / scopes of applicability of designed artefacts (such as modelling languages).
In this regard, it is also interesting to note that (practitioners
created) methods such as TOGAF [74] explicitly refer to the
need to tune the methods (and modelling frameworks) to the
needs of a specific context. This is, for example, an important
task in TOGAF’s preliminary phase.
In the context of enterprise modelling languages, we suggest to identify three main levels of genericity:
1)

U. Frank

As also suggested in Figure 1, these phases are designed
to be highly cyclic in nature.
2)

3)

Engagement specific This is the level at which a
language would be tuned towards, or defined, for a
specific project or programme in a specific organisational context.
Enterprise specific At this level, a language would be
tuned towards, or designed, for a specific enterprise
(as undertaken by one or more organisations), but be
generic with regards to the engagements in which it
will be used. Of course, within larger organisations,
there might be a need to differentiate this based on
different levels of organisational aggregation (units
specific, departments specific, corporation wide).
Generic This is the most generic level. The language
would be applicable (and tuneable) to different enterprise contexts, and different engagements. This is
where we find general purpose languages such as
ArchiMate [32], BPMN [51] and UML [50].

Due to their genericity, and the need to be applied in specific
enterprise and engagement contexts, general purpose modelling languages typically have a built-in specialisation and /
or extension mechanism to allow for situation specific tuning.
In defining the requirements on a modelling language, it is
therefore important to identify the desired level of genericity,
and the need / desire to be able to extend/tune the language
in specific situations.
Fig. 1.

Conceptual Modelling Language Development (source: [21])
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Scope and Purpose

C. Purposes for the creation of models
Inspired by a.o. [67, 62, 19, 72], we [7] define a model as
an artefact acknowledged by the observer(s) as representing
some domain for (a) particular purpose(s). To define the
requirements on a modelling language, it is important to first
understand the intended purposes of the models that should be
expressible in the language.
We argue that there are fundamentally two top-level classes
of purposes for the creation of a model. The most familiar class
of purposes concern some use of the model as an artefact. Nevertheless, the collaborative elements of the model’s creation
process can be crucial in arriving at a shared understanding,
and / or commitment, among different stakeholders. In such

a situation, the purpose would more strongly involve the
collaborative elements of the creation process, than the quality
of the resulting model. So, the second top-level class of
purpose pertains to its creation process.
In the context of our engineering fields, purposes relating to
the use of the model as an artefact, can of course be specialised
/ concretised further. For example, in [69, 46], three types of
usage contexts have been identified for architecture viewpoints
/ models:
1)
2)

3)

Designing: Design viewpoints support architects and
designers in the design process from initial sketch to
detailed design.
Deciding: Decision support views assist managers in
the process of decision making by offering an insight
into cross-domain architecture relations, typically
through projections and intersections of underlying
models, but also by means of analytical techniques.
Informing: These viewpoints help to inform any
stakeholder about the enterprise architecture, in order
to achieve understanding, obtain: commitment, and
convince adversaries.

Similarly, purposes pertaining to the creation process can
be specialised further as well. For instance, in [31, 57] the
creation and use of models is approached from the perspective
of knowledge sharing (and creation) among the actors involved
in a development effort. More specifically, in terms of three
main classes of goals for modelling processes. The first class
are those goals where the aim is to make actors aware of
knowledge by the use and / or creation of the model. These
goals also require an acceptance by the involved actors that the
model is indeed a proper representation of the given domain
for the given purpose. The second class of goals are the ones
that aim to have actors agree to the consequences / meaning of
the model and its purpose. For example, the model might give
insight into a problem that needs to be solved. In that case,
an agreement must be reached that this indeed is a problem
that needs solving. The third class of goals pertains to goals
where the aim is to get actors to commit to the consequences
/ meaning of the model and its purpose. For instance, a model
representing a future design of the enterprise may require
deep commitment from the stakeholders. It is important to
separate agreement and commitment. It is possible to reach
an agreement on matters, but is one really committed to bare
the consequences?
These three classes of knowledge sharing goals, lead to
three classes of purposes for the (collaborative) creation of
a model: create awareness, achieve agreement and obtain
commitment.
D. Required qualities of models
Based on the purposes of a model, and their specific
creation and usage contexts, we can consider the qualities that
would make a model fit for purpose in these specific situations.
A modelling language should of course support the creation of
models that offer the qualities that will make it fit for purpose.
In [7] it is suggested that modelling involves two main
aspects:

1)
2)

Representation: The extent to which model indeed
represents the desired domain / aspect with the desired level of formality / precision / explicitness.
Manifestation: The manifestation of the model as a
physical / digital artefact.

From the perspective of Krogstie’s well known SEQUAL [40]
framework for quality of (conceptual) models, the representation aspect can be refined in terms of Semantic Quality, Domain quality, and Knowledge Quality, while the manifestation
aspect can be refined to Physical Quality, Empirical Quality
and Syntactic Quality respectively.
E. Putting it together
In terms of the three initial phases shown in Figure 1,
we suggest to go about as follows in combining the above
discussed ingredients:
1)

2)

3)

III.

Clarification of scope and purpose: Identify the desired level of genericity. Also identify a catalogue of
the key usage scenario’s for models. In the context of
enterprise architecture, this could be a list of typical
situations in which the models are used / created /
manipulated.
Analysis of generic requirements: Identify general
requirements on representation and manifestation, in
particular in terms of the overall needed precision /
explicitness and quality of the notation. Also, given
the choice for a level of genericity, requirements may
be formulated on the desire/need to tune / extend the
language towards more specific situations.
Analysis of specific requirements: Using the catalogue
of key usage scenarios of the model, one can classify
these based on the question if it involves designing,
deciding and informing, and the relative importance
of the knowledge sharing goals: aware, agree and
commit. This can be captured in a structured in terms
of underlying goals and added value in terms of
vGREL [15].
Based on this analysis, more specific requirements
towards representation and manifestation can be formulated, linked to the different usage scenarios.
R EFLECTION ON THE A RCHI M ATE REQUIREMENTS

At the start of the development of the ArchiMate language,
a survey was conducted among the key stakeholders to identify
the key requirements of the language [10], which was then used
as a base to design the language [45].
As discussed in [44], requirements / features of relevant
other architecture frameworks / languages (e.g. [35, 33, 34, 63,
73]) were considered as well in the development of ArchiMate.
Nevertheless, the focus was on the requirements as stipulated
by the architects from the industry partners participating in
the development project. These requirements were based on
their day-to-day work as architects, and associated modelling
activities.
Based on the approach as suggested in the previous
section, we now proceed to analyse the original ArchiMate
requirements. In doing so, we mainly base ourselves on the
documentation provided in [10].

As described in [10]: “Requirement: In a first phase
customer-specific requirements were elicited by interviewing
and studying architectural material at the customer site. Customer requirements together with a general description of
the customers architectural practice have been put down in
customer-specific requirements documents”. The requirements
documented in [10] indeed offer an aggregated level, based on
the individual requirements brought forward by the participating client organisations. Furthermore, a project steering board
(with representatives of the client organisations) classified the
requirements based on ‘Must Have’ and ‘Nice to Have’ and a
apriori estimation of the feasibility (‘Yes’ and ‘Difficult’).
It is also interesting to note the statement “Requirement:
During the requirements engineering process we have found
that it was not possible to determine a detailed set of requirements concerning concepts and relations between concepts.
Therefore, the requirements in this document should be viewed
as high level directions and preconditions for the project and
not as detailed specifications for the ArchiMate products.”
which pays witness to the fact that one needs to iterate over
the phases as shown in Figure 1.
A. Clarification of scope and purpose
ArchiMate’s requirements document does not make an
explicit choice with regard to the desired level of genericity of
the resulting language. However, one can infer from statements
such as “Requirement: ... the conceptual work of ArchiMate
also includes mappings of these concepts to company-specific
concepts (or to other description languages used within the
companies ...” that the language was clearly intended to be at
the generic level. At least, generalising over the participating
client organisations: ABN-AMRO, ABP and the Dutch Tax
Administation. Arguably, this implies a generalisation over
“information intensive service organisations”. As such, one
cannot, a priori, expect ArchiMate to be applicable in e.g.
a Defence context or a manufacturing environment. This is
indeed where one may consider ‘competing’ standards, such as
GERAM [34], UPDM [52] and ARIS [63]. At the same time,
as mentioned above, it remains import to derive the language
requirements from the actual intended users, rather than relying
on a generic ‘one-size-fits many’ reference framework.
The ArchiMate requirements document does provide a
reflection on the general role of architecture in organisations.
As it is based on interviews with architecture experts from the
participating industrial partners, it does reflects the different
Requirement: knowledge sharing purposes of a model, and
their specific Requirement: usage contexts for enterprise architecture models in the participating organisations. Regretfully,
these individual interviews are not publicly available for further
investigation.
Towards future evolution of the ArchiMate standard, it
might be worth while to update the understanding of the usage
context of ArchiMate. Especially since the understanding of
the role of enterprise architecture (management) has evolved
considerably since the start of the ArchiMate project. Enterprise architecture is increasingly seen as the key instrument
to support organisations in managing the direction in which it
evolves [53, 30, 4, 64, 56, 25, 24]. At its maximum, enterprise
architecture management can provide insight into the current

structures of an organisation and its enterprise(s), the impact
of different alternatives towards the future, as well as monitor
the compliance of actual changes made in the organisation
(e.g. in terms of development projects) in relation to a desired
path towards the future. Recent work also provides valuable
empirical insights into the different ambition levels at which
organisations actually position and use enterprise architecture
(management) [42, 41].
B. Analysis of generic requirements
The ArchiMate requirements document not only contains
requirements towards the language itself, but also refers to
requirements on the research project as such. For example it
refers to the need to have a “Requirement: overview of the
current state of the art in modelling languages and frameworks
for architects”, which indeed makes sense as a way to provide
further input into the specific requirements. Regretfully, it
is not clear how this overview resulted in more detailed
requirements. The book reporting on the results of the project
as a whole, does indeed contain the requested overview [32].
Conceptual integrity of the language, i.e. in terms of a
well integrated and consistent meta-model, is also identified
as an important generic requirement. As stated in [45]: “Requirement: Cobbling together a language from many different
sources (viz. UML) is not the ideal way to achieve this.”
Even though ArchiMate provides an extension mechanism,
the general tendency of standards to grow in size, and the many
extensions being suggested, really makes it essential to enable
an effective extension and profiling system. It might possibly
be wise to conduct re-factoring of the existing language into a
number of extensible building blocks, that may be situationally
composed. This is likely to be needed to warrant the desired
Requirement: conceptual integrity of future versions of the
standard, especially with mounting pressure to add more and
more extensions.
C. Analysis of specific requirements
What we cannot currently trace back from the documentation is to what extend these requirements were linked to
specific enterprise architecture usage scenarios. Given the
broad user base of ArchiMate, it would certainly be feasible in
future research to trace the use of the existing language (and
document desired changes) in terms of actual usage scenarios
and classify these in terms of the Requirement: knowledge
sharing purposes of a model, and their specific Requirement:
usage contexts, as discussed in the previous section.
Specific requirements that are explicitly included in ArchiMate’s requirements document are listed below. We have organised them into two categories: Requirement: representation
and Requirement: manifestation. For some, we have added
some additional reflections as Requirement: remarks.
Representation
Concept coverage: Several domains for grouping concepts
have been identified, such as product, process, organisation,
information, application, technology (infrastructure, system
development, maintenance). The concepts in the language must
at least cover the concepts in these domains.

This concept coverage is strongly related to the architectural practices as where in use with the client organisations.
See the earlier remark on a focus on ‘information intensive
service organisations’.

This did really not make it to the first version of the
language. Has indeed been remedied in version 2.0 release
of the standard, and has also been the subject of suggested
extensions [54].

Enterprise level concepts: At an enterprise level, it is important
to be able to represent the core elements from the different
domains such as product, process, et cetera, as well as the
coherence between these aspects. In enterprise architecture
models, coherence and overview are more important than
specificity and detail. This also implies the need for more
coarse grained modelling concepts. As mentioned before, the
concepts which can typically be found in modelling language
used at the level of specific development projects, such as UML
and BPMN, were found to be too fine-grained.

Extensibility: The language should be easy to maintain and
extend, should the need for new concepts arise.

In different usage scenarios to answer e.g. performance,
risk analysis, or security concerns, one does see a desire to
add more details to the ArchiMate language [20, 22]. Drawing
an a priori line between an ‘architecture’ and a ‘project’ level
of details seems to be difficult if not impossible.
Concept mapping: Organisations and s or individual architects
must be able to keep using their own concepts and descriptions
in development projects. This requires a mapping from the
coarse grained concepts in ArchiMate to the fine-grained
concepts used in languages at the project level.
This indeed implies a desire to be able to tune/extend the
language towards specific situations.
Unambiguous definitions of concepts: The meaning and definition of the modelling concepts offered by the language
must be unambiguous. Every concept must be described taking
into account: informal description, specialisation, notation,
properties, structuring, rules and restrictions and guidelines for
use.
Conformance to international standards: The architecture description language must follow, and whenever possible, influence international standards.
Structuring mechanisms: Composition & decomposition, generalisation & specialisation, and aggregation of concepts must
be supported.
Abstraction: It must be possible to model relations at different
abstraction levels. For example, relations can be formulated
between concepts, groups of concepts or different architectural
domains.
Analysis of architectural properties: It must be possible to
perform qualitative and quantitative analysis of properties of
architectures.
Impact of change analysis: Impact of change analysis must be
supported. In general, such an analysis describes or identifies
effects that a certain change has on the architecture or on
characteristics of the architecture.
Consistency: It must be possible to perform consistency checking of architectures.
Tracing of design decisions: It must be possible to register, trace and visualise the requirements, constraints, design
decisions and architectural principles that are used in the
construction of the architecture.

This requirement re-confirms the desire to be able to
tune/extend the language towards specific situations, which
could threaten the general requirement of maintaining conceptual integrity.
Practical experiences in the use of the language already
indicate a need to extend re-assess some of the above requirements. Based on [13, 24, 61], example considerations
include: Scopes of model use: There is a need to better deal
with shifts in scopes at which the language (and models) are
to be used simultaneously. For example, one can produce
ArchiMate models at the level of a value chain crossing
different organisations. Parts of these models will have more
specific interpretations within the scope of a specific participating organisation. This needs refinement relations between
the interpretations / models, as well as ways to manage the
unavoidable issues with homonyms and synonyms. It would
require support for explicit concept management [9].
Stratified implementation design: The need exists to be able to
better deal with a distinction between the ‘ideal implementation design’ versus a ‘opportunistic implementation’ design.
For example, for modularisation reasons one might cluster
needed software functionalities into two components. Now
imagine that there is a COTS (commercial off the shelve)
package / cloud-service available that would cover the needed
functionalities of both components. How to capture such tradeoffs and associated decisions?
Note: architecture frameworks such as Capgemini’s IAF [76]
suggest to include a distinction between the ideal logical
implementation design, and the actual physical one based on
availability of opportunities in the market.
Explicit capturing of design making status: Even though
ArchiMate originally involved viewpoints making a distinction
between parts of models there were still sketchy, and part of
models that were already more firmly materialised and agreed
to, there is a need for more explicit support for such modalities.
Versioning of the models: Though one might argue it is not
formally part of a language, there is a growing need to enable
different levels of versioning when dealing with architecture
models. This may include versions while working on a specific
model for a specific purpose, or it might be versions showing
the evolution of the enterprise over time [66, 65]. Of course,
this links back to past research on model evolution and
versioning [38, 55].
Indeed, more recent versions of the ArchiMate standard
supports the capturing of different versions over time in terms
of a so-called plateaux planning.
Manifestation
Representation of concepts: The visual representation of concepts must be easily adaptable.

As also discussed in [45], this implies a clear separation
between modelling concepts and their notation. One could say,
a clear separation between abstract syntax and concrete syntax.
Consistency of presentation: The visual presentation needs to
be consistent and unambiguous.
Visualisation independence: Visualisation techniques and solutions should be independent of the actual concepts used in a
model, i.e., it should be possible to modify / add the concepts
in a model without consequences for visualisation techniques.
Visualisation generation: Automatic generation of visualisations from architecture models must be supported.
Viewpoint definition: A viewpoint definition must: state the
stakeholder(s) it is created for, define the concerns covered
by the viewpoint, and explain how views are created for this
viewpoint (in terms of the concepts to be presented and the
format of the presentation).

In the second stream, we will gather requirements on the
modelling languages to be used in an enterprise architecture
context. We specifically aim to do so, by also involving
practitioners to collect experiences from their day-to-day use
of models in an enterprise architecture context. Based on this
we hope to be able to record their desires / wishes in terms of
the vGRL [15] based representations.
In the third stream, we aim to further validate and refine
a method for requirements engineering for the design and
selection of modelling languages. In this stream, we will also
be drawing more explicitly on the field of design science [26].
Since we regard a modelling language as a purposely engineered artefact, it would be logical to integrate more design
science thinking in its creation.
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